Electromagnetic form factors for composite particles, are discussed. It is shown that the' form factor of 1l'-meson behaves like (log t) n/t 2 Cn = 1 or 2) for the large positive momentum squared t when the 1l'-meson is assumed to be a bound state of the nucleon and anti-nucleon system. For the spinless nucleon this is verified without any approximation other than the B-S equation with a general kernel and for this case it is shown that n = 1 Some approximations are taken when we include the spin of the nucleon, and we find n=2for this case, but it is argued that this conclusion may be true in general. Some discussions of the large t behavior of the form factor of nucleon in a bound state are added.
It seems to us that the so-called "nuclear democracy"l) is one of interesting hypotheses in the elementary particle physics. It asserts that all hadrons are bound states and that there are no "aristocratic particles". Many authors have worked along this hypothesis to predict the values of masses, coupling constants, Regge parameters, etc., self-consistently by using. N/ D methods,2) generalized super-convergence relations,3) and so on.
On the other hand, it has been widely believed that the analysis of the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons may give informations about the structure of the particles. Along. this line we have shown 4 ) that we can roughly understand the electromagnetic decay phenomena of resonances, if they have a structure such as the bootstrap hypothesis asserts.
It now seems to be well established experimentally5) that the nucleon electromagnetic form factors behave like r2 at the large spClce-like momentum transfer t. Moreover, some recent experiments 6 ) indicate that there are no essential differences 'between the electromagnetic form factor of 7l'-meson and that of the nucleon. Very recently, Ball and Zachariasen 7 ) have shown that the form factors of composite particles behave essentially like r 2 in the simplest approximation.
They take the ladder approximation in the strong interaction form factors. Their approximation is crude,indeed, but contains at least some contributions from those states which, in the t-channel, containarbitarily large numbers of particles.
Their conclusion is interesting. In this article we discuss the electromagnetic form factor of the Jr-meson, which we assume is a bound state of nucleon and anti-nucleon system. We will show that the form factor behaves at most like (log t) /t 2 as t-HX) , without any apj)roximatioJl such as the ladder approximation, if we neglect the spin of nucleon. Moreover, we show that it behaves like (log t)2/t 2 , when we include the effects of· the spin of nucleon under some approximation.
In 1955, Mandelstam 8 ) discussed generally how to determine the matrix element of any dynamical. variable between two bound states. According to him, the electromagnetic form factor of a bound state Ja) can be written as
where Xa denotes the B-S amplitude and CI" is a sum of irreducible graphs. The meaning of the above equation is shown in Fig. 1 . This is our basic equation. We discuss the contri bu tions of all types of graphs belonging to C I" and K, by using the rules widely discussed by Federbush and Grisaru,9) Polkinghorne/O) Tiktopoulos ll ) and some others12) to obtain high energy limits of FeYl1man graphs.
In § 2 we treat the large t behavior of the electromagnetic form factor of a spinless bound state composed of a scalar proton and a scalar antineutron. The form factor of Jr-meson is discussed in § 3, where Jr-meson is assumed to be a bound state of the real nucleon anti-nucleon system. In § 4 we discuss briefly the form factor of nucleon when it is considered to be a bound state of a Jrmeson and a nucleon. Some difficulties involved in the nucleon case is stressed there. § 2. Electromagnetic form factor of a spinless bound state
In this section we treat the electromagnetic form factor of a scalar meson A (mass=M) which is a bound state of a scalar proton and a scalar anti-neutron (mass = rn) . The form factor can be written as (2) as discussed in the last section, where f(p) (.r(p') ) is the B-S amplitude and p (p') is the relative momentum of the constituents, while 2k ( -2k') IS the center of mass momentum. (See Fig. 2. ) For a moment, we omitt the graphs involving vertex parts. It is easy to generalize the arguments to include them, as can be seen below.
The function G p can be represented graphically as shown in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3. Series of the irreducible graphs G p"
The first term of this series G /1) is equal to
The contribution of this term to the formula (2) is a generalization of the usual triangle graph. This contribution is discussed later, since we need further in~ formation about the B-S amplitude f(p) for this purpose.
The second term contribution of the series, G p (2), to the form factor can be represented by Fig. 4 .
The large t= (2k + 2k'Y limit of this graph can be In order to discuss generally the contributions of those graphs to the form factor, we determine the momenta of all lines by the following procedures. First,' we take the loops each of which passes through one of the combinations of the terminal points (A, B, E), (A, D, E), (C, B, E) and (C, D, E) . We call the loops lAB, lAD, lCB and lCD, **) respectively. In some cases, all of them are not necessarily distinct, but we treat them differently according' to which combination of the terminal points we are noticing. We determine the two paths A ~ E and B~ E for the loop lAB, and similarly for the other loops. The paths must be chosen so that no line should be common to two paths on a loop.
Secondly, we compare the numbers of the lines of the two paths just we have found on each loop, and pick out the smaller numbers from those loops.
Then we can determine the largest number among these numbers. We call the loop, to which the largest number belongs, the basic loop. For example, the basic loops of the diagrams of Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c are lAB, laB and lAB, respectively.
Thirdly, if the basic loop of a graph is lAB, for example, we denote the momentum of the external line which flows in through A (B) by 2k -0 (2k' -Q') , and consequently, the momentum of the other external line which flows in through C (D) is determined to be 0 (0'). Then we attach 2k -0 (2k' -0') to each line on the path A~E(B~E), and 0 (0') to each line .on the path C~E ·(D~E).
Finally, we find all the independent loops from the graphs, iiJcluding the basic loop. "The loop momenta" (e.g. l and v in Fig. 5c ) are attached to all the lines on the loops. We write the loop momentum. of the basic loop as l.
The above four rules are sufficient to determine the momenta of all lines of any graphs of .G I" except for G I" (1) .
By the above rules we can see at once the following four properties for any graphs*) of GI" except for G/l), G/ 2 ) and a contribution of a graph as shown in Fig. 5d .
(
No internal lines can depend on both k and .k'. The number of the lines dependent on k (k') is equal to or larger than 2. (3) One common integration variable l is attached to alll?-and k'-dependent lines.
(4) The sign of l relative to k(k') is the same for all k-(k'-)dependent lines.
After carrying out the integration over l, the contribution of any graph can be represented as
where we omit the integration symbol with respects to v, etc. hI" (ai) is linear with respect to a i and contains the product of the propagators of l-independent lines, and the a/s are Feynman parameters, which are attached only to the ldependent lines. According to the above properties 1, 3 and 4, the coefficients of k· k" in C in the formula (4) Here we consider the asymptotic expansion of the formula (4) as k· kl ~ 00, disregarding v-and other possible integrations. Then the leading term comes from the neighbourhood of 2:::' a r = ~" as = O. There are two or more than two Feynman parameters in the sum ~'ar and ~I/ as by the property 2 discussed above. Under these circumstances, the order of the leading term of the formula (4) The coefficients of all terms in the expansion contain v-and other integrations. It can -be shown that these integrations always give finite values, so that we can interchange the order to take the limit k· k' ~ 00 and to integrate with respects to v, etc., in the formula (4). For example, if the remaining integration is only one as in the case of 
From the above analysis we can say that the contributions of all terms except for the first one in the series of G I" to the electromagnetic form factor of the bound state A behave at most like (log k.k')/(k.k')2 as k·k'~oo. This conclusion does not depend on the details of the B-S amplitude. We need only one assumption that fot large p2 (the relative momentum squared) the B-S amplitude f(p) damps faster than or as fast as 1/j.>6, which can be verified in the ladder approximation.
We notice here that, if there appears elementary higher spin particle ex-change III G 1-" our conclusion should be altered essentially. But, if the particles are bound sta,tes of spinless particles, the c'ontributions are included already in our arguments, as our G I-' is quite general. Next we discuss the coi~tribution ofG I-' (1) which is represented by Eq. 
Then Jf' becomes
where the double signs III front of Q' -k' (Q -k) depend on which transformation we take in Eq. (6) It we insert the expansion of K into Eq. (7), jf' can be represented as Notice that our result Eq. (8) and that of Ball and Zachariasen differ by a factor log k· k', which must be present in their calculation, if a more careful calculation is performed in their method. More generally, quite the same arguments as G # can be applied to J w For example, the fourth term of the series J# in Fig. 6 satisfies the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 as is shown in Fig. 8 .· In general, we have contributions from the series of J# to the form factor at most (lo g h· k'? / (k· h')m as k· k' -'» 00, where m>2 and m>n. We close. this section by saying that the electromagnetic form factor of spinless bound state composed of spinless nucleon and anti-nucleon behaves at most like (log t) / t 2 under the assumptions; 1) B-S amplitude damps faster than or as fast as 1/p6, where p is the relative momentum, and 2) All possible higher Spl11 bosons are bound states of spinless particles.
~ 3. Electromagnetic form factor of 71:+ -meson
In this section we di3cuss the electromagnetic form factor of n+-meson when it is considered to be a 1::ound state of spin 1/2 proton and anti-neutron. Inclusion of spin does not affe ~t the structure of the coefficient of k· k' in C in the formulae corresponding to the formulae (4) for G # and J# of the last section. But the numerator of the propagator of spin 1/2 particle can affect the k· k' dependence of each graphs, and a more detailed analysis is required for each graphs.
The B-S equation can be written as
[m+ir(l). (k+jJ)] [m+ir(2). (k-p)]f(p)
where Pi(l) and p/2) are 16 independent matrices and Kij IS a kernel function. Using the charge conjugation matrix C, we define the amplitude g (jJ) by
J(p)
where double sign ± comes from c-1p/c= ±pj.
In terms of g (p), the electromagnetic form factor of IT-meson can be written as
where the momenta are taken as shown in Fig. 2 . The amplitude g (p) can be represented in general as
. where gi (p) = gi (j}, k· p). From Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that existence of the gi Ci) 's other than gl Ci» can 'also make large k· h' b~havior worse thal1 that of the spinless case owing to the coefficients r· k, r .j) and (J JtJ~Jtj)v, as well as the numerator of the spin 1/2 propagator of internal lines. We take here the ladder approximation, which corresponds to the contribution of the first term of Fig. 7 , whose dashed lines are also substituted by ITmeson, and hence M2 = /-i. The reasons why we take' this. approximation are firstly that it will provide us a typical example to 'see the roles of spin 1/2 propagator and of the amplitudes, gi CiJ) 's and secondly that it is expected to .give us the leading term to the asymptotic electrOlilagnetic form factor, as we ha ve seen in the spinless case.
Then the kernel of Eq. (10) becomes (13) and Pi=pj=t5.
In Eq. (13) we introduced a cutoff function h (q2) , ~hich cannot be set equal to 1, as we treat IT-meson as a bound state. It must damp for large q2 for fixed jJ and k. For simplicity, we neglect the possible p, k dependence of h (q2). The results are independent of the detailed form of h (q2). Introducing new integration variables 0 and Q' by the transformation (6), we can write down at once the contribution of the graph shown in Fig. 9 to the formula (11) . The Feynman parameters a i are taken as shown in Fig. 9 . 
Q -Q'
The Xl'i/S and Yl'i/S are spurs of the products of y-matrices, and they are gIven in Appendix 1.
As k· k' ~ 00, r behaves like 8k· k', so we can use the asymptotic expansions of fer) 's and l' (r) 's, and we will give them in Appendix 2. The 
Moreover, we notice that the leading term of each I(r) can depend only on Q or Q', and not on both variables. With these properties' of I (r) 's we can now discuss the large r behavior of I/j. For i = j= 1, we can immediately see that, except for the term all others damp faster than or as fast as (log rY/r z • If we substitute 1/ (r) in (15) by their leading terms, it contribute nothing to the integral (14), because such an integral as IS zero owing to Lorentz invariance. Similarly, for i = j= 2, although the coefficients of 1;12 (r) and 1;22 (r) are of order r2, but such terms do not contribute to the integral for the same reason as the term (15). We can see that all terms e~cept for the following one In our calculation in the last section, we have made a . ladder approximation.
There are many graphs in the series of G p, and Jp" indeed. But we can say that our conclusion may be true in general. The reasons are as follows. First, if we take any complicated graphs from Gp" the really important roles are played only by k-and k'-dependent nucleon propagators for each graph. If the number of such nucleon lines is increased, the number of lines to short to obtain a k· k'-large behavior is also I increased. This means that the net effects of the order of k· k' will be the same as the case which we have calculated. Secondly, the reason why the possibility that the spin 1/2 propagator makes the behavior worse is suppressed is a very general principle, gauge invariance, and such a principle works for all graphs of G", and JfL" One remark IS added here that the conclusion of the last section does not alter, if we take a scalar meson exchange instead of the 7T-meson exchange in the ladder approximation, provided that the strong interaction vertex function damps appropriately . . Next, we discuss the electromagnetic form factors of nucleon. Ball and Zachariasen But their conclusion is not decisive, since the nucleon propagator should be different from the usual one and nucleon itself is assumed to be a bound state.
If we use the usual nucleon propagator, and if we consider the ladder approximation in which the nucleon exchange is used instead of scalar meson exchange, the circumstance is very bad, and we cannot find such a cancellation of 0 (I/r) terms as in our 7T-meson case. This is due to the fact that we have two k-dependent and two k' -dependent nucleon lines instead of one and one in the 7T-meson case, respectively, while the number of lines to short to obtain the large k· k' behavior is the same for the two cases.
Strictly speaking, we cannot formulate even the B-S equation for such a pro blem since the bound state itself is a constituent particle. Therefore the calculation may be meaningless for the nucleon form factors. But we agree completely with Ball and Zachariasen's conclusions that the form factor of a composite particle dies off at large t much faster than that of an elementary one, and that the fact that the nucleon form factor vanishes at least as r 2 is the evidence of the compositness of the nucleon. Moreover, the 7T-meson can be considered to be a bound state of a nucleon and anti-nucleon system, consistently at least with respect to the large t-behavior of the form factor, as we shown in this article. This may be a support to the hypothesis, "nuclear democracy". 
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where an(r) and bn(r) do not contain k·k'. We notice here that a 2
the coefficient of the leading term, can be given by Similarly, Is' (r) can be given by Is' (r) = t -~ a n (3) + t l~~f! b n (3), 
and Before g0l11g to 11~ (r) (t, s = 1, 2), we should discuss lIs' (r). lIs' (r) can be rewritten as By this expression, we can obtain Mellin transform 1 13 ' U), which has a simple" pole at A = -2 and a triple, a double and a simple pole at A = -3, and so on.
We notice here that the residue of the simple pole at A = -2 is equal to the one in 1/ U). SO 10' (r) = 0 (log r/r2).
(A·I2)
It is trivial by definition that I: st (r) is smaller than I:S (r) for r, s, t = 1, 2. (A·I4)
